Pray the WMR

Missionary Childhood presents

World Mission Rosary
Friendship Bracelet
Materials Needed:


Embroidery Floss in the colors of the World Mission Rosary



Green for Africa



Red for the Americas



White for Europe



Blue for Oceania



Yellow for Asia



Masking tape or painter’s tape

Instructions:

1. Cut the embroidery floss for each color into equal lengths: tow to three
arm lengths each depending on the size of the child.
2. Gather all your string together and make a flat edge.
3. Find the middle of the strings and fold them in half.
4. Tie a knot to make a loop. Make sure that the loop
is big enough to pass the knotted strings through at
the end; this is the loop that you’ll tie your bracelet
together through when you are finished.
4. Tape the loop to a stable surface (a desk is great!)
5. Gather all but one of your strings on one hand.
6. Keep one string off to the side.
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6. A - Create a loop with your string off to the left side.
B - Pull your string end through the loop.
C - Pull your string tight.
D - Holding all of the other strings taught, pull the single string upward until your knot
reaches the top.
Repeat steps A-D over and over again.

7. For this bracelet, I made six knots at a time in each color. Keep track of the length as you
go to fit your wrist!

8. When you are finished, tie a knot at the end. Trim off excess thread
and leave a tail of a few inches. Remove the bracelet from the tape.
9. Thread tail and knot through the loop and tie it onto your wrist.
10. Trim excess tail at the final knot. Wear it all summer and pray for the
missions!
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